


You are the temple.
The ritual is your practice.

Transcendence is the gift of spirit.

At a time when the collective is busy doing,

we are dedicating 38 days to the ease of being…

if only for a few mindful moments each day.

An offering:
Winter Goddess Sadhana

2021 ― 2022
By Leesa Wilson | The Gypsy Priestess

Winter Goddess Sadhana Support Group
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INTRODUCTION

Winter Goddess Sadhana and the gift of Transcendence

Sadhana is the ritual act of living in devotion to the Divine.
�e mystical process of transcendence occurs little by little
during the daily practice of aligning and becoming one with Divine consciousness.
― Leesa, �e Gypsy Priestess

Winter Goddess Sadhana:
A 38 day journey with practical and spiritual sign posts to guide the way into the depths of your
own inner sanctuary and back out again into the bright light of a magickal new year ― for the
purpose of reclaiming your most precious soul essence, transcendence and other divine hidden
treasures which grant you the absolute authority to truly sparkle and shine with restored joy,
inner peace, energy, passion and sovereignty.

Each keyword, quote, image and ’she who…’ statement, was thoughtfully chosen to help you
remember and embody aspects of the Goddess within yourself in ways that lead ever deeper into
the Truth of your authentic being. lovingly designed to create sacred space and gently support
your daily practice, Winter Goddess Sadhana is intended to be personally experienced in
meaningful ways as you open your mind and wholeheartedly engage with the daily prompts.
Sadhana is a gift we give to ourselves: Through sacred intent, a peaceful mind and meditative
acts of allowing and unfolding, we embark upon a personal journey inward and become the
gift of transcendence. May this sadhana empower your authentic soul essence to awaken, grow,
emerge and blossom in wild, playful, unexpected, and meaningful ways. As you show up daily to
practice being-ness, self love, self acceptance, self nurturing, observation, deep inner quiet,
stillness and self confidence, remember who you are: unity of consciousness with the Divine.
And, honor the holiness of your unique and precious spirit as transcendence, itself.
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What is sadhana?

साधना ― Sādhanā (or, Sadhna) in Sanskrit means to be fulfilled. Are you ready to be fulfilled?!
Sadhana: a methodical, disciplined and repeated spiritual practice of awareness, observation
and reflection undertaken with focus, dedication and devotion in pursuit of a sacred goal:
freedom from limitation, bondage or attachment; the attainment of knowledge or wisdom; self
realization; or samadhi. in Sanskrit, समाधी samadhi means put together completely. It is the
highest state of meditative consciousness, vibration and total self-collectedness anyone can

achieve and still remain in a human body. This sublime state of bliss and unity with the Divine
occurs when individual and universal consciousness come together and merge as one.

I created this symbol to illustrate that sadhana is the firm
foundation which supports us on our individual journey within; it
uplifts and holds sacred space for us as we find our balance and
remember the dance of transcendence. By entering into our heart
center and merging into oneness with the divine, we are able to live
with soulful intention and experience the bliss of samadhi.

Also known as a magickal procedure, the cure, method of treatment, psychic exercise, means to
completion or perfection, aligned, adoration, procurement (as in acquire or receive), and
a practice that sustains physical and spiritual health ― Sadhana is holy medicine for the mind,
body and spirit! By consistently setting aside sacred time with conscious intent to practice
sadhana, via mindful techniques &/or sacred acts ―such as Mantra, breathwork, chanting,
dance, yoga, tantra, meditation, prayer, mudra, reading sacred literature, Fasting, or anything
that brings us into a state of love and profound conscious awareness― deepening peace, true
healing, extra sensory perception, opening of the chakras/kundalini awakening, profound life
changes, prophetic dreams, epiphanies, samadhi, integration and transformation of mind, body
and spirit are most likely to occur.

Always Remember:
Love is the journey of sadhana. Begin the day with love. Let love be everything you think and do.
Love is the way to samadhi. End the day with love. Truly, love is the way of transcendence.

Although sadhana is the most powerful force for influencing the collective consciousness,
especially when practiced with others, ultimately, it is a uniquely personal inner experience for
divine self awareness. Therefore, the ritual of sadhana can be simple, or as elaborate as one
desires or needs it to be. Yet, even while practicing sadhana alone, our consciousness is always
connected to the collective consciousness. We are never truly ever alone. Countless others all
over the world are in practice with us. We are one. What we think and do is known and felt by
the collective. What we share matters. This is why we set sacred intentions for our daily
practice - to be clear within our own heart and mind, and to make energetically known what it
is we are choosing to contribute to the whole while fully aware of the meaning of namaste:

The divine within me honors the divine within everyone and everything.
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We dedicate Winter Goddess Sadhana to TRANSCENDENCE.

What is Transcendence?

The dictionary defines transcendence as:
existence or experience beyond the normal or physical level.
Transcendence is not a verb, it is a noun; proving that there is nothing to do or achieve:
Our very essence, the soulful, sensual, divine part of us that is interconnected with nature, and
everyone, and everything, is transcendence!

Sadhana provides an opportunity to become still and quiet within so we may connect with and
experience our truest essence for the purpose of rising above whatever hinders us from living as
authentically and joyfully as we desire and deserve. Transcendence dissolves fear based
thoughts that cause us to feel alone and believe that we are unloved or separate from the
divine. It reinforces the Truth that we are infinitely and absolutely loved, sacred, worthy ―
despite how we may feel or what we may think or experience. This knowledge frees us from
struggle, self doubt, loneliness and fear, providing a clear pathway to true happiness, deeper
meaning in life, healthy self acceptance/self-confidence, and our true soul purpose.

Though a focus word is assigned for each day of winter goddess sadhana, and individually, we
choose to what we will dedicate our daily practice, transcendence shall be our agreed upon
underlying energy of goodness, Truth and beauty weaving through each present moment. As we
focus our attention upon our own personal transcendence with an attitude of openness and
curiosity, seeking to engage with our highest self, we will simultaneously be contributing
energetically to the highest good of the collective whole. Remember: Whatever is for your
highest good is also for the highest good of all. So choose with your own well-being and joy in
mind. It’s not selfish to do so. The more you are fulfilled, the more you are able to share, and
joyfully so! This is the true power and blessing of transcendence. Knowing that we are more
powerful and benevolent than we ever can imagine. We sometimes forget this… we forget to be
kind, and gracious, and dedicated to being our most authentic expression of the divine. Often
we see others struggling and we mistakenly sacrifice our joy, our abundance, our connection
to source because we are unable to fill them up, or unknowing of how to help them reconnect.
We forget to pay attention to what fills our being to the brim with delight. When we are truly
fulfilled, it overflows and fills the divine, the earth and every living thing with joy.

How is transcendence like a bowl of apricots? Shining in a sweet brightness like golden velvet. -John Ruskin

Intuitively drawn to the photograph, I discover: Apricots are linked to Venus, the goddess of
love; the element of water; and the energy of peace. In Spain, apricots are believed to awaken
passion. Rome dubbed them: precious one. Moon of the faith in Arabic. They symbolize the divine
feminine, the yoni, beauty, good fortune, long life and robust health, prosperity, perseverance
under challenging conditions, victory, optimism, a positive outlook on life, and happiness.
Eaten, they promote eye health and fortify the heart and blood. In colour therapy apricot
reminds us of our true self, encourages enlightenment, spiritual growth and represents truth,
admiration, emotional expansion and healing. It is used to improve perspective, diligence, and
inventiveness. In regards to the sacral chakra: it relates to self-respect and creative ‘me’ time.
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Where does Goddess Belong in Winter Sadhana?

Though it may appear on the title page of this Winter Goddess Sadhana guidebook cover, that
Goddess was added as an after-thought, almost forgotten, and squeezed in at the last moment
— it was not in error. It was intentional, to indicate the elevated status of SHE WHO… is in every
thing around and within us. Her energy and essence is everywhere, but often so subtle, hidden,
or quiet that some may overlook it, and others deny it entirely. The cover art was purposefully
created to lure your eye to the word Goddess, much like this sadhana was designed to invite you
to draw nearer to Her energy and presence within yourself and your one of a kind life.

The Divine Feminine is felt and expressed in the winter of the year most often as grandmother,
sorceress, crone, hag, or dark mother energy. One must enter the unknown or venture into
uncharted terrain to find her. We must listen in stillness to hear her voice, and traverse the
dark depths of our own inner being to truly know her or learn her wise woman ways. At times
we rush to her with joy, recognizing her instantly. Other times she is strangely unfamiliar, too
frightening to gaze upon! Yet, we must see her with eyes of love, as it is extremely disrespectful
and rude to look away. This is the gift she brings to us for sadhana: The gift of soft eyes - seeing
with compassion and from a different perspective. Beyond the scary things, the old, disowned
aspects, the lost or forgotten or wounded parts, the scars, the fragility or brokenness - to see
and acknowledge the Truth, the beauty, the grace, and the exquisite blessings hidden therein.

Each day of winter goddess sadhana SHE will appear in a way that allows you to see beyond the
illusions, the fears, the lies, pain or sorrow. She will hold up a mirror and you will see She Who…
reveals herself in ways that allow you to see and believe in your own strength, wisdom, beauty,
power and every enduring quality that you innately possess — so you can remember what you
have forgotten, reclaim what has been stolen, find what you have misplaced, break through
limitations and release the fear of aging. She encourages you to lovingly recognize who you

truly are. Be brave. She says Begin to embrace change. Fearlessly choose to cultivate your magickal powers, your ancient wisdom and
your true, everlasting, radiant beauty! Rest, my daughter, centered in your loving and unconditional heart, hold sacred space for your
precious body; and with awareness choose peace. love and unity in all things - Trust that all is well. It is…
Divine feminine energy is most needed at this time to awaken, balance and heal the collective
consciousness. She is here in this winter goddess sadhana to help us grow, blossom and thrive. It
is time for us to unequivocally transcend the energies that have been hurting and holding us
back for far too long. The energies that keep us in fear, that keep us from knowing, using or
feeling safe enough to trust and embody our rightful power. Not power over - Shakti power!
Power to heal, create, nurture and dance. The power to BE in our body - to enjoy its pleasures, its
softness, its sensuality, its wisdom. Divine Feminine Shakti Power manifests in many ways, but these
five are most in alignment with winter goddess sadhana: The power to be conscious; The power
to feel ecstasy; The power of will or desire; The power to know; and The power to act.

�स��ध Sanskrit for fulfillment, accomplishment, ever ready or goddess, is a list of supernatural
powers called siddhi, of which, Patanjali wrote, are attained upon mastery of concentration,
meditation and samadhi, simultaneously, at will. It is my sincere hope and sacred intention for
creating this Winter Goddess Sadhana that Goddess in all her many expressions, aspects, and
power, inspires you during your daily practice to become your most divinely radiant version of
goddess embodiment, of She Who is pure transcendence, and, of she who is utterly fulfilled.
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What is the timeline significance of the winter goddess sadhana?

This sadhana begins on the winter solstice in 2021 and ends on the first full moon in 2022. This is
said to be a highly auspicious time for both sadhana and transcendence! Read about it in my
Gypsy Moon News blog. The significance of beginning sadhana on the winter solstice is that the
energy of the shortest day and longest night of the year, by nature, is inviting us to go within.
It is time to slow down, rest and reflect. In this womb-like energy where it is dark and quiet, the
yearning of our soul can be nurtured. there is no need to hurry or force anything. This is a time
to simply BE… to Allow the energies to gather and gradually build up, grow and become, until
the inspiration, dream and secret desires we hold inside are ready to be birthed.

Ending on the first full moon of the 2022 new year is meaningful on so many levels! To begin,
the energy of every full moon is summed up in three words: recharge, reflect and reconnect. It
is a time of culmination and often feels like a collective sigh — as energies peak, and release. The
energy of this full moon is ideal for acknowledging all that we will have overcome in 2021 and
for celebrating all that will come into being in 2022. Thought to possess celestial power
(emotionally, physically, spiritually, mentally — past, present and future) the first moon allows
us to harness all the positive lunar energies while releasing all that is not for our highest
good. Known as the Spirit Moon by the Ojibwe Tribe, the first moon of the year in 2022 will be in
the feminine Cancerian sign of home. Therefore, the positive lunar energies of this moon
include: self-care, nurturing, art, romance, harmony, healing, cleansing, manifestation related
to creativity, nourishment and intuitioN, creating/fostering healthy relationships, and
lovingly caring for self, others, our living environments, Mother Earth, and all life.

The Sabian symbol of Cancer at 27° (the placement of this constellation during the full moon) is
seen as: A storm in a canyon filled with expensive homes. This visual immediately brings to mind
the need to be on higher ground! Which is exactly where we will be at the end of our sadhana.
Having committed daily to our personal sadhana practice, we will each be more closely in
alignment with our truest nature, and therefore, even more prepared to stand in our authentic
place of power with an ever deepening sense of peace, ease and compassion. Processing our
unique experiences of ‘crisis leading to transformation’ (as this degree of cancer is also known)
is the impetus of our transcendence. Having journeyed deep within,
we no longer fear our shadows, for we are choosing to observe with compassion instead of
judging from a place of shame, fear, guilt or blame. This shift in our perspective is liberating. And
now, we may be ready to feel all the feelings (that often come rushing to the surface at this
time) and simultaneously, feel safe at home in our heart centered place of inner peace.
This is because we have honored the divine within and without by creating sacred space and
time for our highest well-being amid the chaos of uncontrollable forces, circumstances and
situations of our daily life. Our inner sense of unity bridges 2021 to 2022 in a new way. It joins not
only body, mind and spirit with the divine, but also, our old vibration/reality transcends into
our new vibration/reality -  one full of infinite possibility. During our sadhana practice we are
creating our new reality! We are the bridge bringing consciousness of being into the
manifested new year reality we desire. Ending the winter goddess sadhana on this particular
full moon symbolically brings us home: to our truest self and to our profound connection
with the divine, our souls dream and one another. This is the unifying, uplifting and magickal
power of transcendence. Let’s use the energies of this time consciously, in truly creative ways.
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What energies are we bridging during winter goddess sadhana?

Apricot blossoms are said to bring good luck for the new year!

Surrendering to universal energy is the best way to lead a happy,

harmonious, serene, balanced, truthful & peaceful life.
— Dr Purushothaman Kollam

Winter Goddess Sadhana is divinely timed and utterly magickal in every way.

After I channeled the meditative insight for 2022: Transcendence, I stumbled upon an old (2013),
but validating message from Sadhguru in which he shared that the energies during the winter
solstice to the first full moon are known as: Collecting the cream of sadhana. What he said is
just so utterly synchronistic with everything I had envisioned!!! And, in that moment, I vowed to
always honor my inner-knowing. (I hope you will vow to honor yours, too!)

He said this phase of the year from winter solstice to the full moon is in many ways the most fruitful for
those who are striving to transcend. He reminded us that this is the time to honor our body wisdom and be
at ease. So, Let’s rest/relax the body during sadhana. remember: we are transcendence. We need
only to BE and rise to the surface of our divine consciousness. Afterward, we can gather the
cream of sadhana by taking note of all the ways we’ve grown, learned, changed and become
more of who we truly are. I sense that 2022 will be a profound year for gathering all the
sweetest aspects of our authentic self, our insights and gifts, and finding ways to share them
joyfully with others in the world, for the highest good of us all.

I feel certain that the significance of the timing of this winter goddess sadhana shall be
further revealed to us in privately meaningful ways throughout our daily practice and via our
personal experiences of sadhana. Sadhana has an evocative way of imparting deep magick, pure
enlightenment, and a profound sense of bliss! May it be so for us all.

Now… Let’s prepare for sadhana.
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PREPARATION

sadhana is where you sit,
dwell in the thoughts and words of the soul,
and peel away all your non-reality with the vastness of your spirit.
— Yogi Bhajan

To prepare for sadhana one need only claim a place to be and breathe. Truly, it’s that simple!
Simplicity allows for freedom, spontaneity and effortless serenity, which is especially lovely if
you’re over burdened by the details of your life; if you're traveling, camping, or in transition; if
you are weary of ‘things’ or rigid structure; if you crave spaciousness, and clarity that only a
sense of nothingness can offer; if the last thing you want or need is another ‘to-do’; if you
don’t want distraction, excess stimulation, or visual clutter; if you seek absolute privacy, &/or
you don’t want to explain what you’re doing, or why… There are many reasons a basic sadhana
practice might be prefered. In truth, a simple sadhana utterly forces one to focus within - on
stillness, on breath, on listening, on feeling, on thought, on the divine, and on simply being.

Yet, an elaborate sadhana can provide structure, beauty, comfort, support, symbolic meaning, joy
or magick by setting the mood/intention, and even giving deep purpose to your practice.
Because honestly, there will be days you may prefer to sleep, or feel like quitting, or think you
don’t have time, or any number of other reasons you may come up with to forgo your sadhana.
Daily practice is a life/soul enriching gift you give to yourself, but it does require dedication,
self discipline, and well, practice.... So, if creating a sadhana that is pleasing, inspiring, provides a
ritual flow, keeps you focused, and feels good so you actually look forward to your daily
practice, then it is worth the time or effort to plan, arrange and create sacred space to do so.
The beauty of sadhana is that it is a gift you give to yourself. It can be simple, or elaborate, or a
combination thereof, or anywhere in between…. It is your practice, so it can be exactly as you
want it to be. What it consists of, how you practice, what time you have vowed to begin, how
long you practice each day, where you practice, what it looks like, feels like and the reasons you
are doing so, are completely up to you. Though, you will need to be clear on the details before
you begin so that you know what you are committing to, and can get into the flow once you
do begin. Rhythmic consistency matters; what you do, not as much….

Your energy in the morning is a clean slate, and you get a chance each day to build it up the way you want.
― Mridula Singh
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Remember, sadhana is a daily spiritual practice. It is your personal effort to know yourself on
deeper levels, center and balance, communicate with the divine within and all around you, and
focus energy (toward a goal, well-being, self-improvement, etc.).

Please take time to consider the basics, and ask yourself:

★ What do I  want or need most at this time in my life?
★ How much time can I  devote each day to myself?
★ What time each day will I begin my practice?
★ Where shall I practice?
★ What will be my personal focus during winter goddess sadhana?
★ To what will I officially dedicate my 38 day practice?
★ Do I want to join the winter goddess sadhana private group/sisterhood?

The Basics of sadhana practice:

What do you most want or need at this time in your life?
Do you need to move your body more? Do you need a creative outlet? Do you want a deeper sense
of inner purpose, balance or composure? Do you want to be healthier or happier? Do you want
to change something about yourself? Do you want to become stronger, more confident? Do you
want more security, comfort or abundance? Do you want to be more loving, have a deeper
connection with a higher power, trust your inner knowing and voice of truth, gain wisdom or
understanding? This is a very personal question. It is appropriate to consider your truest needs
or wants. So, be selfish - consider how you can profit or please yourself. You can think of others,
the world at large, or acts of service when determining your dedication.

How worthy do you feel? Truly…
Your answer may give insight into how much time you are willing to spend with yourself in
sadhana. Whether you devote 10 minutes or 3 hours to yourself daily is not truly contingent on
time restraints, but on how worthy you feel and how willing you are to nurture and care for
yourself. Be gentle with yourself while considering this truth. Keep your expectations of
sadhana pleasurable. Try not to overextend yourself, but start where you are - with what feels
comfortable, doable and sincere. You can always linger longer when and where you feel the
desire to go deeper as your sadhana unfolds. Some days it will feel easier to stay in the flow with
your practice; other days you may struggle to sit still, focus or be present. Though the duration
of your practice is flexible, the time you begin your daily practice is to remain stable.
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What is the best time for your daily spiritual practice?
This question is important to consider before beginning any sadhana practice, because in order
to reinforce self-discipline, create a new ritual, and stay true to yourself and your
commitment, you make a vrate, or vow to begin practice at the same time each and every day.

Traditionally, sadhana is practiced during the early morning pre-dawn (or immediately after
sunset). There are 2 ½-3 hours before sunrise when all is silent and still and pure in the world,
charmingly known as a time of nectar or the ambrosial hours. [some call it: Brahma muhurta;
meaning The creator’s hour - which begins 1 hour and 36 minutes before sunrise and ends 48
minutes before sunrise]. Whichever epithet resonates, it is an auspicious time to be in unity with
the goddess, pray, practice yoga, meditate, worship or engage in spiritual contemplation. While
doing so during this mystic time, it’s said one can taste Her Holy sweetness, become empowered,
and be sustained by the nectar received. Have you tasted Her sweetness?

Naturally, waking up early when it’s dark outside, can cause the ego to complain and try to find
excuses as to why it’s preferable to stay in bed. Yet, the soul self within us (if given a voice)
encourages us to ignore this childish outburst, and it rejoices when we do, as the experience
recharges, revitalizes and gives stamina to our body, mind and spirit throughout the day.

This long standing and widely held belief: God/dess, or angels encircle the earth during the ambrosial hours and bestow

blessings upon those who are awake to receive... promises, that by simply awakening at this time of morning we

absorb the Divine energies present upon the earth! Perhaps it inspired the sayings: You snooze, you lose. &

Early to bed, early to rise, makes one healthy, wealthy and wise.

This wisdom is mystical, but also realistic. When we are exposed to these divine unseen forces (in
part, infrared light waves and mother earth’s own electromagnetic energy field) which are at
an optimum energy level between 3-6am, our electromagnetic energy field (i.e. our heart, aura
and chakra centers) receives these waves of energy and harmonically aligns — our heart opens,
our aura clears, and our chakras begin spinning in a circular motion bringing them back into
balance and restoring their proper functions. This, in turn, opens the responsive channels of
communication between our brain, spine, and central nervous system, creating unity
throughout our entire body. Ayurveda teaches that this is the ideal time and way to recreate
ourselves, as these energies have an amazingly profound effect when used for our betterment!
The wholeness of our being — our physical, mental, emotional, spiritual and etheric bodies are
reliant upon grounding with the earth and being in harmonic resonance with her energies, to
fulfill their intended purposes. When our heart, aura and chakras are in alignment, open and
receiving these energy waves of invisible light and divine essence, they begin to heal, come into
balance and proper working order, beneficially influencing every aspect of our being.
Consequently, our ability to sense, experience and understand invites and fosters further
alignment within ourselves, and with Goddess, others, the earth, and Universe. Our ability to
intuitively communicate heightens, allowing us to become highly competent in practical,
non-physical and interconnected ways. Therefore, getting out of our cozy bed during this
opportune time to practice sadhana, is not only for our ultimate health and well-being, but it is
for the highest good of all. Still hesitant? It’s okay. No judgement. It is a huge lifestyle change
to go to bed early enough, to wake up this early; but it does have merit.
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The energies of early morning are inexorably tied to our circadian rhythm; but we live in an age
of overstimulation and artificial light; We have forgotten how to listen to our bodies, our
own internal clocks, and the natural rhythm of life. The natural circadian rhythm of sleep
correlates with a 8pm to 4am window. According to the Ayurvedic clock, the ambrosial hour
occurs during vata time; a period when the body is free of fatigue, and the qualities of freshness,
lightness and exhilaration are tangible, influential, and gently pervade the brain, mind, and
body. During this time on the Chinese body clock, the lungs and large intestines are
highlighted, indicating an ideal time to practice deep breathing, to inhale spirit and cleanse
the lungs. Followed by Meditation, before emptying the bowels. Both the lungs and the large
intestines fall under the element of metal, which supports our need for ritual routine to keep us
balanced and to give structure to our life. These ancient clocks purposely awaken us at this
time so we can energetically and beneficially set the tone and foundation for the entire day.

At this magickal time of morning, infrared light rays attune to the longer theta brain waves,
which are present in our brain during deep REM sleep, and during meditation. If we are sleeping
during this time, the energies work to help us subconsciously process and release past trauma
via dreams. If we are awake, we receive the healing blessings previously mentioned. If that’s not
generous enough, the therapeutic benefits also include: detoxification, skin purification, pain
relief, reduction of muscle tension, improved circulation, weight loss, lowered blood pressure
and lowered effects of diabetes, boosted thyroid function, and an enhanced immune system.
Being consciously aware during the ambrosial hour is excellent for creativity and accessing
the imagination. It’s ideal to read, study, memorize or ponder in-depth spiritual concepts (for
better retention throughout the day); and to use intuitive clarity to connect with Goddess, as
the energies are wide open, presenting a clear line of communication. Questions? Ask now…

For many, including myself, the thought of waking up and getting out of bed at this ‘ungodly’
hour of morning to do anything, is an unwelcome one… And, yet, this only demonstrates just
how askewed thoughts can be - Did it not register? This is the most holy time of day! The divine
energies show up every day to abundantly bless us (If we’re awake!)!!  So, let’s wake up before the
day begins, show up for sadhana practice, and with an open heart and mind, receive our gifts!

Where and how will you create sacred space to practice?
Choose a place where you will have quiet, uninterrupted time alone; feel comfortable, but not
be tempted to fall back to sleep. Consider your needs: Will you have room to stretch out if you
want to practice yoga, spin around or dance? Do you want to be indoors or outside in nature?
You can practice on the kitchen floor, in a closet, in a secluded corner, in a room with a view,
under a tree, on the porch, or anywhere... Designating an inviting place to practice creates a
ritual which allows us to remain motivated and consistent throughout the duration of our
sadhana. Bless your space, make it sacred by cleansing, clearing and/or arranging it for your
intended purpose. Adorn it in ways that feel spiritually meaningful. Build an altar. Lay down a
yoga mat, meditation pillows, or a sheep skin rug - anything that provides a comfortable place
to sit upright and be, breathe or meditate without tempting you to get so cozy, you doze off. Yet,
comfort is important to the body, so make your sacred space pleasing and enjoyable. The sounds
of nature, soft chanting, singing bowls, a water fountain, wind chimes, meditation music and
complete silence, each add to a sensual sense of sacredness and help you create quietness within
yourself.  Creating a serene, sacred space or choosing a pure place in nature invites you to rest,
find solace within, and trust that you are safe while practicing sadhana.
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What will be your focus for Winter Goddess Sadhana?

If energy flows where attention goes and your focus determines your reality… what is your focus for Winter Goddess
Sadhana? Do you want to create a healthy new habit? Or, move your body more? Do you want to
learn to meditate? Or, master a yoga asana? Do you dream of being fearless, letting go of stress,
having more self composure, or a kinder inner voice? Do you desire to be free, truly love and
accept your body, strengthen your will, or commune with a particular aspect of Goddess?
Whatever you want to be, have, receive, gain, feel or experience can be your focus for sadhana.
Choose one. Though it is tempting to want many things at once, it is far more potent to focus
energy and attention on one thing at a time. Sadhana is not the time to multi-task. Diverting
attention in too many directions weakens your flow of energy - which can lead to feeling
frustrated, depressed, tired, anxious, scattered, unfulfilled or distracted. During this sadhana
we are calling in the energy of ease. We want to feel calm while remaining centered, open to the
presence of Goddess, and observant. Having only one focus gives our attention a place to rest.
We want to find a resting place during sadhana. Focusing helps us prepare for sadhana. It is a
tool for creating an outline, planning activities, determining which yoga asanas, mudras,
mantras, or chants to practice, gathering spiritual literature/materials, and intentionally
choosing whatever we desire for our practice. We want our focus to be dreamy, not sharp.
Sadhana is not a race, a test, a competition, a bootcamp, or a means to an end. It is a sacred
journey. Think of your focus as the theme, a treasure map, or an itinerary for your experience..

When prepared and once our practice begins, we surrender. Our focus becomes our offering. We
focus on being, on listening, on moving in unison with the energies in the present moment. The
structure we plan and create for ourselves helps us to trust the process. We lean into it,
knowing it holds us in our sacred space. It provides a trusted routine for our body and serene
ritual for our mind, so we can rest and enjoy the experience. This is a process of allowing - to be
in the flow, attentive to our true self,  returning our awareness to the divine in the ever
unfolding NOW moment. Sadhana is not a time to strive or try to attain; it is a time to be, to
listen, to feel/experience and open up to receive. Remember: It is the gift we give to ourselves.

What will be the official dedication of your 38 day practice?
Before answering this question, remember: sadhana generates divine power which influences the
collective consciousness. During our daily practice we personally gather more than we need.
With this awareness, and because our spirits long to share with others and do good in the
world, we make the conscious choice with sacred intention to assign a purpose and give
direction to the excess power we will accumulate. Consider: what ‘beyond yourself’, larger
purpose, goal, project, cause, need, or hope for others, future generations, the earth, or any
thing in the world, do you feel called to bless with your energetic support -  through your
committed practice of this 38 day winter goddess sadhana? Honor the first thing that comes to
mind, no matter how lofty. Then, daily before beginning, dedicate your practice (either by
writing it down, or speaking it aloud/silently). When the day comes that you are too tired or
unmotivated to practice your daily sadhana, remember your dedication and continue on…. Be
inspired by knowing that your practice just might: Eliminate world hunger; Forgive all debt,
Create a new reality; Stop child-trafficking; Bring peace of Earth, Enlighten all of mankind,
Shift the paradigm to one of love, joy & abundance for all; Cure every disease; Rewrite history;
Build world-wide sustainable communities; Restore the purity of the oceans; Resolve injustice;
Restore luscious rainforests; Reverse GMO damage; Empower women; or even, Save the world!
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Having considered the basic questions, the following checklists may be helpful for planning
your winter goddess sadhana. Check whatever inspires, or is worth considering.

Ways to begin sadhana practice

wake up gently - use a gentle, pleasant alarm, if needed

wash face and eyes - cool water for alertness

make bed - reduces temptation to crawl back in

Aromatherapy - use rosemary, citrus, sage, mint, ginger, or eucalyptus essential oils to wake up

take a quick shower - body brush beforehand to stimulate lymph system

use neti pot - to clear sinuses before practicing breathing exercises

oil pull or rinse mouth with warm sea salt water
massage feet with sesame oil - energizes, reduces stress, improves digestion and circulation

dress comfortably - have socks, shawl, sweater, etc, within reach, if needed

light candles or turn on a soft light - no harsh, bright lights - use scarf to soften

open curtains to witness the arrival of dawn
open a window for fresh air - a little, or more, as desired

stand barefoot upon the earth for a few moments - grounding/enhances general health

drink a glass of warm lemon water  - enhances general health/agni - gatekeeper of life

sip tea or coffee - to wake up

drink healing water - 1 cup water, 1-2tbsp Braggs apple cider vinegar, 1 tbsp raw honey, a dash of cayenne pepper

meditate in the darkness until sunrise - you are the light!

soft music - if desired - low volume

tend to altar - light candle, speak prayer, offer dedication, etc.

you are the altar - speak kind and loving words to yourself - remind yourself of your talents/ gifts

sit quietly, acknowledge your body, honor its voice and listen
breathe - practice slow deep breathing, or other techniques

sit, wrap your arms around yourself, gently rock - comforting/self-nurturing

sing/chant or pray aloud
Chant mantra with mala - japa yoga - 108 beads/repetitions brings universal harmony & bliss

Chant prayer - at least 11 times

journal - morning pages

kiss your hands - love yourself

close eyes and listen - allow thoughts to come and go.

practice mindfulness
stare at flickering candle, keeping mind clear
dance, spin, twirl or move your body free flow style
drink a smoothie or eat some fruit
enjoy the quiet - allow mind to wander

scan body - listen, learn its language - how does it communicate?

bathe - meditate in the warm water - use Epsom or pink sea salts &/or rose, lavender or chamomile essential oils

speak affirmations or ask yourself ‘afformations’
smile and think good thoughts
Mirror love - hold a mirror, look into eyes, acknowledge the divine within, speak words of love.

Choose a focus word for the day - write lots of positive, feel-good words on slips of paper & select one daily.
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Ways to continue the flow during daily sadhana practice

Practice yoga - sun or moon salutations

Practice slow flowing movements - to stretch body, get blood flowing

Practice a yoga asana routine - on your own or with a video

Read, study or recite spiritual literature

Write a love letter to the goddess - or, your inner goddess

Practice kirtan kriya - excellent for brain health

Practice heart cross kirtan kriya - healing inner child/trauma

Meditate - 30 minutes or longer

Keep hydrated - drinking 4 glasses of water before noon

Perform self care or self love ritual

Garden or tend to plants in meditative silence

Go for a walk - in silence

Commune with nature - be mindful of signs & wonders

Be creative - draw, paint, finger paint, make something, try something new

Take a vow of silence - during morning sadhana

Nourish yourself - eat something light, vibrant and healthy

Be playful - daydream, imagine a new way of dressing/being, plan something fun!

Ask for what you want or need - listen & watch for guidance

Activate your light body

Practice gratitude - write down or speak what you’re thankful for

Imagine a rainbow - focus on each colour at a time & listen for guidance

Chakra meditation - visualize, listen for messages, imagine them balanced & working properly

Practice tapping - Emotional freedom technique (EFT) - relieves pain & emotional distress

Write poetry or haiku - honor your inner voice

Watch the sunrise

Consult an oracle - choose 1-3 cares for wisdom, guidance or daily focus

Practice conscious stillness - focus on breath & speak calmly to body - remind it: you're safe

Go deep  within - reconnect with the Divine Feminine

Which ones resonated, excited or inspired, or felt good?
Did any of these resonate with you? Perhaps you’ve practiced some before? If the experience was
enjoyable, consider adding a few to your daily practice. Did anything excite or inspire you? Be
brave and step out of your comfort zone by choosing one that you have not tried, yet. Or, use
the inspiration and think of your own! Add things that feel good, so when you wake up early to
practice you have a pleasant experience to provide supportive structure during your daily
sadhana. Are you ready to create your winter goddess sadhana plan? I hope so! During your
daily practices you can fine tune, adjust and re-arrange according to your preferences and
needs so you’re in a gentle flow. If you’re thinking: Help! Or feeling: I’m still a little unsure how to prepare…
Please don’t panic. Take a deep breath and know that if you do absolutely nothing but read and
contemplate each of the daily keywords as they are presented, that is enough. Sadhana is simply
a time to quieten and be present with yourself - body, mind and spirit… Truly. All that is required
is to show up and absorb the energy of love and the gifts of spirit.

�e earth, water and light, fruits and flowers, to her were not merely physical phenomena to be turned to use and then left aside. �ey were necessary to
her in the attainment of her ideal of perfection, as every note is necessary to the completeness of the symphony.
― Rabindranath Tagore, Sadhana
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4 examples of winter goddess sadhana:

A very basic winter goddess sadhana

★ 5:00am Wake - basic toiletries
★ 5:05am sip tea -  contemplate daily guidance
★ 5:10am breathe - listen & practice mindfulness
★ 5:30am simple stretching exercises
★ 5:40am prayer - journal
★ 5:45am clear mind & watch sunrise
★ 6:00am acknowledge blessings, set intentions & begin day

A basic winter goddess sadhana:

★ 4:30am Wake - basic toiletries
★ 4:40am contemplate daily guidance
★ 4:45am Drink lemon water
★ 4:50am Prayer or quiet centering
★ 5:00am Meditation
★ 5:30am breathe - with awareness
★ 5:35am ground & go for a walk
★ 5:55am speak gratitude & journal
★ 6:00am set intention for the day

An elaborate winter goddess sadhana

★ 4:00am wake - basic toiletries - give dedication
■ Morning prayer

★ 4:10am contemplate daily guidance
Sip warm lemon water
Read spiritual literature - memorize favorite passage from selected book
Breathe consciously
Stretch

★ 4:30am quiet inner listening
■ Scan body
■ Visualize chakras & listen for messages

★ 4:45am heart cross kirtan kriya
★ 4:55am guided meditation -available on YouTube

★ 5:20am turn on goddess music & dance
■ Channel an aspect of Goddess
■ embody her while dancing

★ 5:30am light candle
leave offering on altar

★ 5:35am lay a sheet upon earth & ground body - remove clothing, if possible (cover with blanket)
■ Watch the sky
■ listen for voice of goddess
■ At sunrise - sing her praises

★ 6:00am Journal
★ 6:30am acknowledge blessings with gratitude - begin day
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A very elaborate winter goddess sadhana

★ 3:00 am wake - dedicate practice
■ Wash face with cool water
■ Make bed
■ Open curtains & crack window
■ Light candle

★ 3:15am write morning pages
★ 3:40am drink warm lemon water

■ Contemplate daily guidance
■ Breathe in rose essential oils, & deep breathing exercises
■ Massage feet with warm oil
■ Speak words of love and affirmation to self

★ 3:50am practice kirtan kriya  - 11 minutes
★ 4:05am stretch

■ Body brush - in long upward strokes toward heart - avoiding breast and yoni
■ Quick shower
■ Mirror work - look into eyes & send loving energy
■ Moisturize skin - with healing intention
■ Dress comfortably
■ Gather socks & shawl

★ 4:30am sit in darkness - visualize inner light radiating brightly
★ 4:35am tend to altar

■ Light candle - speak prayer or recite affirmation
■ Speak prayer
■ Leave offering - small gift, food, gemstone, lock of hair, a secret missive
■ Anoint third eye with oil - use frankincense for clarity - clear vision
■ Read inspirational passage from spiritual literature

● Study/apply to memory atopic of interest
● ask questions of the divine & listen for answers
● Listen to inner guidance for deeper understanding

★ 4:50am practice yoga asanas
★ 5:30am meditate
★ 6:00am go for a walk

■ Take a vow of silence while in nature
■ Listen to nature - watch for signs
■ Place hands on earth and give thanks

★ 6:30am sit under tree or upon soft ground
■ Write in journal
■ Listen for message from gaia
■ Be mindful of birds, insects, animals

★ 7:00am nourish body - eat mindfully, bless your food
■ Abstain from alcohol or other unhealthy substances during sadhana
■ Keep hydrated - drink 4 glasses of water before noon; speak blessings over water before drinking

★ 7:20am garden or water houseplants
■ Speak to them with love

★ 7:40am contemplate seasonal energies & make plans - for the day/week, a gathering or a dinner party
★ 8:00am be creative - paint, rearrange living space, bake cookies, write poetry
★ 9:30am Count blessings - ask for oracal guidance - begin day

Only those of tranquil minds, and none else, can attain abiding joy,

by realising within their souls the Being who manifests one essence in a multiplicity of forms.
― Rabindranath Tagore, Sadhana
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Additional notes for winter goddess sadhana

Useful Items for practice:

★ journal
★ yoga mat
★ meditation pillows
★ candles & incense
★ inspirational books
★ fresh lemons
★ 25 watt or red spectrum lightbulb
★ natural body brush
★ essential oils
★ singing bowl
★ the Insight Timer app

Journal to:

★ keep record of your journey
★ explore keywords & insight
★ remember wisdom, signs, gifts

& intuitive messages received
★ write poetry or prayers
★ express thoughts & feelings
★ be creative
★ plan &/or dream
★ gather or memorize scared text
★ acknowledge gratitude
★ review progress afterward

Keeping a journal during winter goddess sadhana allows us to make sense of our experiences,
honor the solitary nature of our inner process, remember our sacred practice, and give space
for our intuition, authentic expression and  spiritual power to freely reveal itself to us. It is so
important that we truly treasure and safeguard our journal, as it will hold precious aspects of
who we are and who we are becoming. Let’s keep our innermost feelings, private experiences, and
secret thoughts protected from uninvited viewing for integrity's sake - as our true voice and
inner wisdom do not appreciate censorship. If we sense that we are being watched, we tend to be
less authentic. Remember: We are pure transcendence! We do not need validation to SHINE!

�e female energy is crucial to the balance and awareness of the collective,
and to the growth and the transcendence of the individual.
― Sonia Gomes, UPLIFT/Restoring the Sacred Femininie
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Goddess chant
Goddess
She Who Is Wisdom, Beauty and Grace
She Who Is Compassion, Forgiveness and Trust
She Who Is Liberty, Sovereignty and Peace
She Who Is Mysterious, Creative and Wild
She Who Is Kind, Powerful and Fierce
She Who Is Holy, Pleasure and Flow
She Who Is Brave, Gentle and Strong
I find YOU within myself
I AM one embodying She Who is Divine
Goddess! We are One: United and Whole.

Chanting is an ancient art that calms both mind and soul. It has been scientifically proven that
chanting mantras, like: OM ( pronounced AUM - sounds like four syllables - the last is a long hum) for 10
minutes relaxes, relieves anxiety, stress and symptoms of depression. It also lowers blood
pressure and restores the natural rhythm of the heart. It influences both hemispheres of the
brain which improves focus, attention, memory and positive mood even if we don’t understand
the words that we are chanting. Chanting, singing and humming are beneficial to our health.

Which direction to face during meditation or chant
east element of air for wealth - inspiration - new beginning - breath
south element of fire for change - transformation - action - comfort
west element of water for letting go - to replenish - to rest - reflection
North element of earth for learning - knowledge/wisdom - guidance - balance

Goddess pose - Utkata Konasana
Utkata in Sanskrit means powerful, wild, fierce, immense. Goddess, indeed!

When practicing goddess pose, focus on the divine feminine within, on gaining balance and strength, and
embodying Shakti power and your own inner wise woman. This pose strengthens the muladhara or root
chakra; for courage, empowerment, health, security and chi. Open your mind, body and spirit up to the
universe and imagine being rooted deep into the mother earth. Pose modification includes practicing while
lying down or sitting in a sturdy chair.. Be gentle. Listen to your body while holding pose 5-10 deep breaths.

SADHANA PREPARATION IN REVIEW:
1. create sacred space
2. set time to practice
3. Choose dedication, focus/goal or service
4. Commit to sadhana journey
5. predetermine/outline sadhana practice schedule
6. Gather needed items
7. Vow to show up for yourself
8. Read & contemplate keyword/guide daily for 38 days
9. Journal - Breathe - Open to receive - Be transcendence
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Divine Mother Prayer
O Divine Mother

May all my speech and idle talk be mantra.
All actions of my hands be mudra.

All eating and drinking be the offer of oblations unto �ee.
All lying down prostrations before �ee.

May all pleasure be as dedicating my entire self unto �ee.
May everything I do be taken as �y worship.

O Divine Mother

prayer is a way to practice stillness

We Are One - created 2015 for �e Gypsy Priestess by Lisbeth Cheever-Gessaman @ She Who Is Art

This work of art was created especially for me, as a gift from my beloved soul sister,
Lisbeth Cheever-Gessaman. It represents the circle of sisterhood I hope to create by sharing

Winter Goddess Sadhana with you. O Divine Mother, by swami sivananda radha
is my favorite prayer. For over seven years, these are the words I whisper daily upon waking.

May it be a blessing to you. May we all be infinitely blessed.
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Day 1
stillness

she who is quietly introspective.

The Goddess Hesykhia (or Hesychia) is the daimona of quiet, rest, silence and stillness.

Call upon Her when your mind is racing, when you are feeling over-stimulated, stressed, too
restless to sleep, anxious or frustrated. She will guide you to the place of stillness that dwells
within your own mind, body and spirit.  Heed her wisdom when She gently reminds you that
stillness is not necessarily being motionless, but being peaceful in all that you experience..

How will you practice stillness today?

Within you, there is a stillness and sanctuary
to which you can retreat at any time and be yourself.

— Hermann Hesse
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Day 2

grace

she who is relaxed elegance & honorable

The goddess Aglaea (or Aglaïa ) is the goddess of grace, charm and splendor.

Call upon Aglaea when you are feeling awkward or clumsy, thinking unkind thoughts of
someone (including yourself), when your skin or eyes look dull, or you want to feel elegant.
She will help restore inner balance, a loving attitude and the glow of good health so you can
behave, think and feel like the radiant goddess you are!

How will you practice grace today?

I do not at all understand the mystery of grace -
only that it meets us where we are but does not leave us where it found us.

– Anne Lamott
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Day 3
discipline

she who commits to sacred ritual

The goddess Disciplina is the personification of discipline, self-control, practice and order.

Call upon Disciplina when you are struggling to remain faithful to sadhana (or any promise
you make to yourself), when you are indecisive or feeling oppressed. She will direct you to the
knowledge needed to stay motivated or to train properly to practice. Follow Her lead and stay
focused, true to your sacred path, and keep a balanced, orderly flow in your daily routine.

How will you practice discipline today?

Character contributes to beauty. It fortifies a woman as her youth fades.
A mode of conduct, a standard of courage, discipline, fortitude, and integrity can do a great deal to make a woman beautiful.

– Jacqueline Bisset
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Day 4
purpose

she who aligns with her soul mission

The goddess Lakshmi is the divine shakti power that transforms dreams into reality.

Call upon Lakshmi to help you discover your true purpose, to align more perfectly with your
soul essence, and to create the self sustaining life you envision for yourself. Ask Her to help you
make life worth living by rekindling your deepest desires; as desires lead the way to your purpose.
Follow your desires. She rewards hard work, devotion and sincerity with not only abundance,
but also with bountiful inner wealth and spiritual success.

How will you practice your purpose today?

Your purpose in life is to find your purpose and give your whole heart and soul to it.
– Gautama Buddha
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Day 5
delight

she who is grateful & joyfully abundant

The goddess Hedone is queen of the fairies and the spirit of pleasure, enjoyment and delight.

Call upon Hedone when you are feeling listless, depressed or have a negative attitude or dark
thoughts. She will open your eyes to the magick all around and within you; just look beyond
the veils of illusion. Joy lives in you! Delight always bubbles up from somewhere deep inside. Be
grateful and follow Her into the woods, among wildflowers, or along the water's edge. She
invites you to come dance in the moonlight, or spend time with the animals or children…

How will you practice delight today?

Dedicate yourself to the good you deserve and desire for yourself.
Give yourself peace of mind. You deserve to be happy. You deserve delight.

— Mark Victor Hansen
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Day 6
flexibility

she who allows flow

The goddess Oba is the power of movement, protection, energy, and flexibility.

Call on Oba when you need to surrender or let go, when you feel stuck, sluggish or heavy, when
you need help with a problem, finishing a project or goal, or when you feel jealous, not good
enough or stagnant in any area of your being or life. She will encourage you to get your body
moving, stretch your mind, and steer your thoughts in a new direction. She will show you how
to find your inner power to go with the flow and move effortlessly with/through and beyond
what is. Trust her. In time you see: it will hurt less, you will be stronger, and so much happier!

Yielding flexibility is a virtue of an ever-expanding heart.
— Molly Friedenfeld
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Day 7
breathe

she who is at rest & fully aware

The goddess Ushas is the essence of dawn, the life of all life, the breath of all breaths..

Call on Ushas when you are out of breath, when you’re weary from running around, doing too
much, too fast, and all at once. Sit quietly with her when you first awaken and begin your daily
practice. Take time to be aware of and grateful for your breath. Breath is the gift of life she gives
to us. Conscious breathing has the power to bring her fully into your body. Breathe in her peace.
Rest for a while in her gentle presence before the busyness of the day begins.

How will you practice breathing today?

Breathing is meditation; life is a meditation.
You have to breathe in order to live, so breathing is how you get in touch with the sacred space of your heart.

– Willow Smith
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Day 8
dream

she who envisions her goals

The goddess of dreams and hope, Mari holds us together in the darkness.

Though her name is unspeakable -visually a symbolic glyph- call upon the one who walks with us
while we dream… when you are afraid, unsure or lost, if you seek a vision or need a ray of hope in
the darkness, if you have goals that require inner vision to see them into manifested reality. Her
power is great but often misunderstood. She holds us as we hold our dream seeds in the womb of
our spirit being… She guides us through the dark night of the soul. Call her Mari, she will come.

How will you practice birthing your dreams?

To accomplish great things, we must not only act, but also dream; not only plan, but also believe.
– Anatole France
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Day 9
embrace

she who is self-supportive & holds sacred space

Gaia is the personification of the earth as mother; upon her ancient body all things dwell.

Call upon mother earth when you are in need of motherly love, strength, courage, confidence
and support. Her heart is always open, ready to embrace and hold you. She teaches the mysteries
of life, how to live in harmony with her cycles, where to find shelter and sustenance, and how
to live in sacred space with her and all our relations. She wants you to trust in her, in yourself.
It brings Her great joy when you spend time with her. She sings your name. Can you hear her?

How will you practice embracing today?

Sometimes it's necessary to embrace the magic, to find out what's real in life, and in one's own heart.
― Sarah Addison Allen
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Day 10
integrity

she who is honest & whole

Ma’at is the powerful but compassionate goddess of truth, discernment, wholeness and integrity.

Call upon Ma’at when you seek your highest good, when you want to shed light upon a situation,
if you are unsure or confused, and seek guidance or a mentor. There is no need to be afraid of
shadows thoughts, if you let Truth guide your path. Be wise. Be true to yourself. Remember who
you are! If your heart is pure, happiness will radiate from your face, showing others the way.

How will you practice integrity today?

Be faithful to that which exists within yourself.
― Andre Gide
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Day 11
celebration

she who gives, shares & is open to receive

The goddess Laetitia is the spirit of abundance, joy, gladness, gaiety and celebration.

Call upon Her when you have something wonderful to share (good news, fortune, a bountiful
harvest), if you are about to embark upon a new adventure, if you are in need of good luck,
fertility, or to release undue fear. Laetitia delightedly encourages you to celebrate great and
small accomplishments, open your heart and mind to receive new possibilities, and to be happy.

How will you practice celebrating today?

Celebrate what you want to see more of.
― Tom Pete
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Day 12
authenticity

she who has self-worth, self-esteem & dignity

Isis is the goddess of healing, perspective, love, spirituality and rebirth.

Call upon Isis when you need to change destructive views, love yourself more, remember your
worth, reclaim your sense of magick, and have hope for the future. She will help heal false
beliefs about your looks, your abilities or past, and empower you to be faithful to yourself and
your dreams. Isis wants you to live  knowing your worth and enjoying being your true self,

How will you practice being authentic today?

Authenticity is a collection of choices that we have to make every day.
It's about the choice to show up and be real. �e choice to be honest. �e choice to let our true selves be seen.

― Brene Brown
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Day 13
harmony

she who prays & sees herself as one and all

Goddess Homonoia of one heart, one love, harmony, unanimity, concord and unity of mind.

Call upon Homonoia when you feel alone, out of sorts, unloved, fearful of losing connection
with those you love or yourself. She will help you to remember that your heart is divine, and
that your song is a vital part of the Universe. Pray to Her, asking what you secretly desire. Listen
and you will hear Her  speak your deepest love back to you in every flower, birdsong, and rain.

How will you practice receiving harmony today?

Harmony is a beautiful balance between mind, body and soul measured in tender peaceful moments.
― Melanie Koulouris
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Day 14
connection

she who grounds & balances her energy

The butterfly maiden is a kachina or spirit of beauty, fertility, nature, rebirth and balance.

Call upon Her to restore your inner balance, to effortlessly resolve problems, to heal past
trauma, and to feel a deeper connection to your soul self, the earth and others. Ask, and She
will teach you the wisdom of transformation and the beauty of being in your woman's body

How will you practice connecting today?

Healing yourself is connected with healing others.
– Yoko Ono
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Day 15
possibility

she who opens for growth, mystery & change

Ceridwen  is the goddess of change, power, rebirth, transformation and the cauldron.

Call upon Ceridwen when you are ready for something magickal to happen, to stir things up in
your life, when things have been stuck in an unhealthy cycle for far too long, or when you are
ready to delve into your own deep mysteries. Tell Her that you are ready to grow, that you are
no longer allowing fear to hold you back, and that you are open to infinite possibilities.

How will you practice opening to possibility today?

Dear Goddess, Give me the courage to choose unknown possibility over known dead ends.
– Rachael Maddox
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Day 16
enjoyment

she who rejoices & is full of mirth

Baubo is the bawdy, sexually liberatated goddess of mirth who is wise and fun loving.

Call upon Baubo when you are feeling uptight, sexually repressed or you’re taking everything
just a little too seriously. She will be happy to get you out of your rut, and maybe even make you
blush! Open up to her strange flavor of wisdom and step out of your comfort zone for a while.
It’s liberating to express yourself in irreverent and blatantly honest ways…  She thinks you need
a good belly laugh!  It’s good for the soul to laugh uncontrollably and you deserve to enjoy it!

How will you practice enjoyment today?

I finally figured out the only reason to be alive is to enjoy it.
― Rita Mae Brown
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Day 17
trust

she who accepts divine order/chaos & keeps faith

Goddess Durga is a divine force, or energy that preserves righteousness in the universe.

Call upon Durga if you have lost faith in yourself, need assistance releasing fear/delusion, a
negative habit, or addiction. She is ready and willing to support  you to lead the way, to believe
in yourself or to become your own s-hero. She encourages you to do better for yourself and
reminds you to trust that all is in perfect divine order; despite appearances, all is well.

How will you practice trusting today?

None of us knows what might happen even the next minute, yet still we go forward. Because we trust. Because we have faith.
― Paulo Coelho
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Day 18
release

she who forgives, surrenders & sets herself free

Goddess Sedna of providence, nature, thankfulness, abundance and forgiveness.

Call upon Sedna when you have made a mistake, chosen the wrong path, suffer, feel ugly, broken
or have lost parts of yourself. If you have been traumatized, are impaired in any way, or have been
betrayed - She wants to show you that you are more powerful than you know, and that you are
always worthy of love and respect no matter how you have been treated. She says it is time to set
yourself free. Forgive yourself and others, then, follow her and she will show you where your
treasure is hiding (hint: It’s within).

How will you practice releasing today?

Bitterness imprisons life; love releases it.
― Harry Emerson Fosdick
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Day 19
resilience

she who cares for herself with a positive attitude

Tailtiu, the Goddess of strength, vigor, endurance, sovereignty, and determination.

Call upon Tailtiu when you need to move mountains, brace yourself for some monumental task
ahead, when something or someone you love has died, if you feel like you are losing strength,
and when you are almost ready to give up. She will give you courage to carry on, and help you
make the best of any situation. She says keeping a positive mindset, good self-care habits, and love
makes all daughters of the earth strong, resilient, wild, beautiful, healthy and well-balanced.

How will you practice being reliant today?

Like tiny seeds with potent power to push through tough ground
and become mighty trees, we hold innate reserves of unimaginable strength. We are resilient.

― Catherine DeVrye
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Day 20
imagination

she who is inspired, playful & full of wonder

Goddess Saraswati embodies the energy of learning, speech, wisdom and creativity.

Call upon Saraswati when you want to play with the creative spark, open to new ways of being,
learning and speaking your truth. She delights in helping you find ways to be free, and in love
with your magick, sensuality and divine feminine essence. Be inspired by nature, by pleasure, by
pain, life and communicate it in a unique way. How does it make you feel, what has it taught you,
or how has it helped you grow? Life is full of wonder, and you are its wonderful expression.

How will you practice using your imagination today?

If you fall in love with the imagination, you understand that it is a free spirit. It will go anywhere, and it can do anything.
— Alice Walker
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Day 21
soulfulness

she who listens to her heart & honors her intuition

The goddess Hecate represents intuition, choice, soulful wisdom, shadow and light, and vision.

Call upon Hecate when you want to discover the heart of a matter, when you need to make sense
of or see clearly the past, present and future, when your soulful self wants to be heard, when
you need life affirming validation that you are more than flesh and bone, if you are ready to
make a change, and when you sense there is more to life. She patiently guides you to listen to
your own precious heart wisdom and trust that your spirit is truly poetic, deep and beautiful.

How will you practice honoring your soulfulness today?

�e soul has been given its own ears to hear things that the mind does not understand.
— Rumi
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Day 22
wisdom

she who hears inner knowing as divine guidance

Sophia is the goddess of divine wisdom, the holy spirit within, and spiritual understanding.

Call upon Sophia when you need answers, guidance or when unsure how best to act/think or
for help being true to yourself. She will show you how to trust your own inner voice of wisdom
and find divine answers all around you. Listen when you are hurt, sad, or afraid and she will
whisper: “Come” - “Follow the bright light of your own heart’, “Be brave”... and other uplifting and
personally affirming statements that remind you of who you are and that you are never
separate from love. Know without a shadow of a doubt that Sophia is with you always. She is!

How will you practice embodying wisdom today?

.Perhaps the secret of living well is not in having all the answers but in pursuing unanswerable questions in good company.
— Rachel Naomi Remen
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Day 23
serenity

she who is clear of mind & tranquil

The goddess Hestia of the hearth, home or sacred place to dwell, peace,  and family.

Call upon Hestia when you need inner peace, during arguments or family disputes, when you are
moving or in transition and want to feel safe and warm. Contact Her when you are feeling mad,
scattered, over wrought, or pressured in any way. For clarity, peace and focus She reminds you
to meditate with a candle, watch the flame and release tension. No matter where you are, She is
the heart of your body temple. Her energy and power is strong within you. Find serenity within.

How will you practice serenity today?

�e mind can only reflect the true image of the Self when it is tranquil and wholly relaxed.
― Indra Devi
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Day 24
awareness

she who is witness — observing instead of judging

gODDESS Sakshi is the supreme being of pure awareness, unchangeable reality and witness.

Call upon Sakshi when you are feeling out of control in your emotions and thoughts, when
you seek to receive divine reason, view point or sacred humility, and when you feel a deep and
meaningful sense of gratitude for the beauty, meaning and wonder of life. Spending time with
Sakshi is the gift of simply being  - breathing - conscious of all that is and nothingness, both. She
offers us the invaluable gift of presence, of being, of acknowledging oneness with all in love.

How will you practice awareness today?

Awareness is empowering.
— Rita Wilson
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Day 25
forbearance

she who is patient, fair & self-composed

The goddess Clementia represents mercy, compassion, gentleness, forbearance, and inner peace.

Call upon Clementia when you need more patience, when something seems so unfair, when you
lack self-discipline, inner balance and the ability to act with sincerity and dignity. She will
gently guide you to your own inner authority and sense of benevolence. Her voice is soft, so
you must listen carefully. Her wisdom is just and fair and brilliant. Pay close attention; be wise.

How will you practice forbearance with yourself and others today?

Forbearance is the root of quietness and assurance forever.
— Tokugawa Ieyasu
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Day 26
clarity

she who has crystal vision & a higher perspective

The goddess Theia is the personification of heavenly life, sight, vision, divine prophecy, aether.

Call upon Theia when all seems dark in your world, if you have issues or problems with your eyes
when you need a vision of hope or understanding, and whenever you need to know what’s true
or see the bigger picture.  She grants clarity to those who seek the TRUTH and is generous with
those who are pure of heart and mind.  Look up into the clear blue sky and you may see Her there.

How will you practice using your gifts of clarity today?

Clarity is the moment we see without opening our eyes.
— Stephanie Banks
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Day 27
nourish

she who self cares/comforts  & cherishes wellness

The goddess Parvati is the power of devotion, felicity, fertility, nourishment, well-being

Call upon Parvati, also known as Annapurna when you need deep nourishment for mind, body
and soul, when you feel empty, anxious or have a deep, unfulfilled yearning, when your health is
out of balance, if you have issues related to eating or weight, if you have need of comfort, have
forgotten how to care for yourself in a way that truly uplifts, sustains and brings well-ness. She
is the energy of the divine mother who offers boundless gifts in times of need. Let your prayer be
for the nourishment that fills your entire being with vitality, happiness and overflowing love.

How will you practice nourishing yourself or others today?

Meditation is a way for nourishing and blossoming the divinity within you.
― Amit Ray
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Day 28
dance

she who moves energy/spirit & expresses sensuality

Goddess Shakti is the pure energy of divine feminine sensuality, creation, sexuality and power.

Call upon Her when you need to feel alive, when you are too self-conscious, when you are too
self critical of your body's shape, size or any other detail that you disapprove of., when you are
feeling energetically depressed, if you have forgotten how to exude your innate sexiness. She
will dance through you if given the opportunity. Open yourself up to Shakti power and feel the
energy of life surge through your mind, body and spirit in new ways. Embody Shakti and be glad
you are a woman. You have untapped power within. Use it as a natural resource for BLISS.

How can you incorporate dance into your practice today?

Dance is the hidden language of the soul.
— Martha Graham
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Day 29
BRAVE

she who is courageous, confident & hopeful

Inanna is the goddess of fearless love, power, beauty, sex, justice, determination and courage.

Call upon Inanna when you are afraid, when you are facing the unknown, when life changes
and everything you thought was real suddenly comes to an end, if you want something badly, if
you need courage and strength and to be empowered. Inanna has been there and back. She will
guide you along the path that all brave women must walk to become their authentic self: Queen.

How will you practice being brave today?

Dream, struggle, create, prevail. Be daring. Be brave. Be loving.
Be compassionate. Be strong. Be brilliant. Be beautiful.

— Caterina Fake
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Day 30
reflection

she who contemplates depth & vastness of her beingness

The goddess Amaterasu-Ōmikami represents the sun, royal power, life and joy, and strength.

Call upon Amaterasu when you want to feel joy after having suffered dark times or great
sorrow, if you feel weak or unworthy,  if you have forgotten the vastness of all that you’ve
experienced in this one life time, if you need a reminder of your beauty, power and purpose, if you
feel shallow or are living too close to the surface. She will lead you into the depths of your
own being and illuminate all the golden treasures hiding in your heart and mind. She gently
persuades you to remember who you are! You are brilliant and beautiful and utterly powerful!

How will you practice being a pure reflection of your authentic self today?

Women need real moments of solitude and self-reflection to balance out how much of ourselves we give away.
— Barbara De Angelis
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Day 31
empowered

she who is sovereign & heeds her inner authority

The goddess Pele of protection, creativity, change, generosity and self authority.

Call upon Pele when you feel disempowered, anti-social, adrift in inner turmoil, or when life
situations are too hot to handle alone. She will create new ground upon which to stand, and
provide a firm foundation for you to build upon. She wants to see you dance again, and own
your female power with purpose, joy and authentic and sovereign authority. She says: Don’t be
afraid of getting burned. You’ve got this! Delve deep into your inner caves of knowledge; be wise.

How will you empower yourself during practice today?

We do not need magic to transform our world. We carry all of the power we need inside ourselves already.
— J.K. Rowling
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Day 32
mindfulness

she who is conscious & present in the NOW moment

The goddess Arianrhod represents fertility, rebirth, the weaving of time and fate.

Call upon Arianrhod when you feel lost in thought, humiliated or disengaged from the truth
of who you are, if you are too spacey or can’t focus, when negative emotions overwhelm reason
and if you whenever you are feeling stubborn. Arianrhod will help you pay attention to the
present moment and be aware of what is before you, so gratitude can fill your heart and peace
can enter your mind. She wants you to see the beauty, blessings and marvels happening NOW.

How will you practice mindfulness today?

Be mindful. Be grateful. Be positive. Be true. Be kind.
― Roy T. Bennett
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Day 33
compassion

she who is loving kindness & understands namaste

The goddess Kuan Yin exudes gentleness, compassion, peace, kindness and a nature of pure love.

Call upon Kuan Yin when you are feeling upset, fearful or unwanted. She is adept at teaching the
subtle but powerful art of compassion. Use it to encircle and embrace yourself and others when
everything hurts or makes you sad. Your tears are precious to this goddess and she saves every
single one, then transforms them into the sweetest nectar to comfort and soothe all that has
ever caused you harm. Be patient and trust that with grace and love you will heal and know joy.

How will you practice the art of compassion today?

We can’t heal the world today but we can begin with a voice of compassion, a heart of love, an act of kindness.
– Mary Davis
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Day 34
beneficence

she who has goodwill, contributes & is of service

The goddess Athena personifies wisdom and good counsel for the benefit of humanity.

Call upon Athena when you want to defend someone, stand up for something, or face any
heroic endeavour, if you’ve been overly focused on your own needs and neglecting those you
love or care about, when you have gifts or talents to share, but don’t know where to begin or
how to get them out into the world. If you want to do good deeds or acts of service,. She will
guide your path and lead the way. Open your heart and allow good will towards others to
propel you into action within your neighborhood or in the community.  Remember: You are love.

How will you practice beneficence today?

�e simplest and most basic meaning of the symbol of the Goddess is the acknowledgment

of the legitimacy of female power as a beneficent and independent power.

— Carol P. Christ
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Day 35
thrive

she who flourishes by being authentic, happy & expansive

The goddess Freyja is in charge of love and death, and possesses the power of durability.

Call upon Freyja when you are facing death, bringing in new life, have fertility issues, need
strength or you’re wanting something rare and precious and are willing to do anything to
have it.  Freyja can speak the languages of the ten realms, so if you need wisdom or guidance
beyond your capabilities, she can be your guide. She will show you how to find hidden treasure,
endure anything and flourish in the most exquisite ways. She says stop thinking in terms of
survival. You deserve to thrive in every authentic and beautiful way that you desire!

How will you practice thriving today?

�riving means enjoying a feeling of wholeness, satisfaction in your life and work, genuine love and trust in your relationships, pleasure in your body.
― Ellen Bass
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Day 36
illumination

she who is enlightened & shines brightly

The Green Tara is the goddess who guides and inspires seekers to spiritual enlightenment.

Call upon Tara when you are seeking spiritual wisdom, inner connection to source power, deep,
never ending love, and the type of illumination that only mystics know.  She will help you to
embody virtue and teach you how to fiercely protect yourself. You are the light! She reminds
you: Shine bright! Your consciousness has the power to free you from all fear and danger. She
invites you to contemplate your spiritual growth, practice meditation. And practice being love.

How will you practice illumination today?

When you possess light within, you see it externally.
– Anas Nin
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Day 37
magick

she who uses serendipity & her will to create for good

The goddess Circe is an enchantress with vast knowledge of potions, herbs and magick.

Call upon Circe if you want to see the truth of a situation, break through illusions and lies, and
embody the magick of transmutation. She is skilled in dark moon magick and asks you to pay
close attention to the energies during the new moon, as this is the time when you can begin or
create any reality or outcome you desire. Keep your intentions pure and for the highest good,
listen for wisdom to come from unexpected sources, and believe in the power of serendipity!

How will you practice good and beneficial magick today?

�e world is full of magic things, patiently waiting for our senses to grow sharper.
― W.B. Yeats
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Day 38
sacredness

she who is precious, beloved & holy transcendent

The goddess within you is love beyond your comprehension and pure transcendence.

Look within for guidance, listen to your own inner voice of wisdom, find ways to know and
honor her in everything you say, do and think. She is the divine feminine who sleeps until you
awaken her. A proverb says that when sleeping women wake, mountains move! Honor her unique
beauty, her holy expressions and seek her charming company and wise council as often as
possible. Learn to dance with her, make art and love with her, sing her praises and embody every
gift she has for you. You are the goddess and the goddess is in you. Always remember this Truth.

How will you practice  sacredness today?

YOU... are a portal to the divine.
― Tehya Sky
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Closure:

Winter Goddess sadhana 38 days -
Energetically, the number 38 is a sign of financial reward and good things to come!

But, remember, wealth isn't confined only to money; true wealth is freedom! It's the ability to live on our
own terms. Wealth is defined as the accumulation of scarce resources. How does this relate to your
sadhana? Now is the time to review your journal and  look for the riches and hidden treasure found within
your daily practice.

Wealth is spiritual in nature, and therefore, it is the essence of being abundant! What a powerful omen for
the new year! I sense that 2022, we as a whole, will be transcending the old ego based fear, selfishness and
greed energies related to wealth and will finally, begin to live from a place of true wealth: enough,
abundance and generosity of spirit. The future embraces the attitude and reality of "win win" for everyone!

If you wish, continue your sadhana.
If you choose to practice for two more days and see how 40 days will affect your habits; and beyond:

40 Days: Practice every day for 40 days straight.
This will break any negative habits that block you from expansion.

90 Days: Practice every day for 90 days straight.
This will establish a new habit in your conscious and subconscious minds and will change you in a very
deep way.

120 Days: Practice every day for 120 days straight.
This will confirm the new habit of consciousness created and its positive benefits get integrated
permanently into your psyche.

1000 Days: Practice every day for 1000 days straight.
This will allow you to master the new habit of consciousness. No matter what the challenge, you can call
on this new habit to serve you.

Remember, a habit is a subconscious chain reaction between the mind, the glandular system and the nervous system. We develop
habits at a very young age. Some of them serve our highest destiny. Some of them do not. By doing a 40, 90, 120 or 1000 day
special sadhana, you can rewire that chain reaction. You can develop new, deeply ingrained habits that serve your highest good.
― 3HO

Recommended links:

To set time for your sadhana practice;
keep track of practice,

and for videos, chants and meditations:
Insight Timer (free app)
or check out in your phone app store

Slow, relaxing yoga/meditation video:
Padma sadhana

How-To guidance:
Goddess Pose
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https://insighttimer.com/
https://www.artofliving.org/us-en/yoga/yoga-poses/padma-sadhana
https://beextrayoga.com/how-to-do-goddess-pose-in-yoga-utkata-konasana/


Infinite blessings and bliss.
Leesa | The Gypsy Priestess

2021 All Rights reserved - Leesa Wilson | The Gypsy Priestess
No part of this pdf may be altered, sold or shared without written permission.

Please honor the gift I have gifted to you.
namaste
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https://www.thegypsypriestess.com
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